EDITOR’S NOTE
Advantages of JAEE’s Open-Access Strategy

There has been considerable debate in recent years—some well informed and others not so well informed—about the advantages and disadvantages of publishing in online, open-access journals as compared to traditional, subscription-based, print journals. For many professional societies, traditional, subscription-based, page-charge funded, print journals have served as an important service that societies can enthusiastically provide to their members, as well as provide societies with a healthy stream of financial revenue. At the same time as providing revenue to run a society, society members have been able to provide important service to the broader professional community by publishing their own scholarship and conducting peer reviews of others’ research. By far, the majority of a journal’s cost has been born by libraries paying hefty subscription fees.

In contrast to traditional publishing, open-access journals provide the scientific community with a different model. Whereas much of the “authoring” and “reviewing” is nearly identical to that of traditional publishing, the stark differences are in access and revenue (Slater, Slater, Heyer, & Bailey, 2015, pp. 107-109). Perhaps most importantly, traditional journals can only be read by those who have paid a subscription through a society membership or work at an institution who has a library who has paid a hefty subscription price for its faculty to access a journal. When journal articles can only be accessed by those who have paid a fee, they are commonly referred to as being behind paywall. This significantly limits any individual article’s readership to those who have paid a subscription or to those who have a library who has paid.

Open-access publishers, in contrast, provide articles to the broader scientific community, without any paywall, subscription charges. Instead, articles are provided as PDFs through open-access journal websites and through no-cost gateways such as Google Scholar, Research Gate, or AcademiaEDU. The cost of copy editing and long-term curation is covered by nominal fees to authors or their institutions on a per article basis, rather than through a library-supported subscription service. In recent months, traditional publishers have responded by starting to offer authors and their institutions an opportunity to pay an additional fee—usually several thousand dollars—to make their journal articles available as open-access to those who do not have subscription access.

The bottom line reason this is important is that open-access versus paywall articles competition has been going on for long enough that one can answer the question, “which type of article is cited more often?” This is a critical question because the most important thing to most scholars is how often is their work read and how often is their work cited by other community members—and, naturally, scholars really do want their work to be read! MacCallum & Parthasarathy (2006) found that comparing a small sample of articles, they found that articles behind paywalls are not read, nor cited, as often as those articles which are not behind paywalls. This past month, Niyazov and colleagues (2016) considered a sample of more than 30,000 papers and found that open-access papers receive an astounding 51% more citations after three years and nearly 70% more citations after five years. If authors are looking for a pathway to larger citation rates when they are going through a performance review, using open-access journals are critically important (Slater, 2015).

Undeniably, there have been a number of sham open-access publishing ventures pop up around the world. These so-called predatory publishers simply put up a website and offer to quickly publish articles for a fee. However, simply because predatory publishers exist in the open-access realm does not mean that open-access publishing is universally bad (Slater, 2014). Instead, it is a relatively easy argument to make that articles which are highly cited are probably intellectually worthwhile by and large. And, if articles appearing in open-access journals are systematically getting more citations, then the scholarly ecosystem appears to be somewhat self-policing in this regard.

Open-access publishing is definitely a permanent part of academic publishing. Given that even the most traditional publishing houses are finding that most of their articles are being read online rather than in print, the distinction of a print journal versus an online only journal has all but disappeared. I would urge scholars to consider the quality of
what similar articles are currently appearing in any particular journal when deciding which of the many journal venues is currently the best vehicle to use for publishing one’s scholarly endeavors.

Timothy F. Slater, Ph.D.
*Editor-in-Chief*
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